Mentor-mentee
timeline
Mentoring relationship activities surrounded on diversity

Johnnie (mentor), Patti (mentor) and Nedelina (mentee) inspired each other through:
• Librarianship – exchanging knowledge and skills.
• Service – joint participation in the Diversity Team and establishing the Library
Award for Undergraduate Research.
• Scholarship – collaborated on conference presentations and scholarly publications.
Paths have crossed and divided over years to cross again in an even stronger
mentoring relationship built on trust, patience, and cultural tolerance.

UMD-CP Libraries’ Strategic Plan developed

2005-2020
2004
2003
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UMD-CP Libraries on the path toward Continuing
Organizational Development
• Directorate for planning created.
• Surveys administered in 1998, 2000 and 2003.

1997
1996

Figure 1. Timeline of organizational changes and mentoring activities

Setting the ground for the mentoring relationship

• Nedelina Tchangalova was accepted as a CIRLA fellow in Sept. 2004
and hired as a non-tenured contractual librarian in Jan. 2005.
• Johnnie Love became the official mentor to Nedelina Tchangalova.

UMD-CP Libraries’ partnership to diversify the workforce

Joined Chesapeake Information and Research Library Alliance (CIRLA).

Assistant Dean for Organizational Development position created.
Division of Planning and Administration established

• Johnnie Love was hired as Coordinator of Personnel Programs.
• Manager of Staff Learning and Development position developed.
• Learning Curriculum launched.

UMD-CP Libraries’ Dean hired

Dr. Charles Lowry was dean until 2008. He led the Libraries through a
series of organizational transformations toward a team-based model with
a “learning culture” and staff with a diverse background.

Mentee’s strengths

Mentor’s strengths
Johnnie

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Background in education
Program development ideas
Self-taught technology skills on the job
Teaching experience in the library school
African-American advocacy
American culture
Collaborative in research and
publishing

Nedelina

Commonalities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Having subject backgrounds
Taking the organizational skillset deeper
Keeping up with technology
Exploring new teaching models
Advocating for diversity and inclusion
Learning about cultural differences
Sharing library experiences with the
scholarly community

Figure 2. Venn diagram of major mentor’s and mentee’s strengths and commonalities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Background in engineering
Creative scholarship
Exceptional knowledge of technology
Teaching experience developed gradually
Disability advocacy
Bulgarian culture
Passionate in research and
publishing – it’s more fin!

